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ICSE UID

ST. XAVIER'S SCHOOL, BURDWAN
REGISTRATION FORM FOR ISC. 2023
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Or OrE Qr
(GEN / OBC / SC/ ST)

Year of Passing ICSE

CLASS : 11 AIBIC
ROLi-:

S. No.

ate's

Eligibility Number

ICSE lndex No. : I Total No.
of Subjects

Subject Code : English - 01, Bengali - 03, Hindi - 05, History - 51, Political Science - 52'

Geography - 53, Sociology- 54, Economics - 56, Commerce-57, Accounts - 58, Mathematics -60'
physics-61 , Chemistry-62,Biology-63, ComputerScience-68, Biotechnology-78.
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Sheet No

This form must be filled in , signed, and returned by 1Oth of September,2O2l '



Guidelines fot Filling in the llq{m
(Use Black Ink only for making the entries)

L CANDIDATETS NAMB: Names are to he written in CAPIT'AL LETTERS and in the order. as

they appear on the ICSE or Equivalent Certificate, with one letter to a box and with onty one

box left blank between each word or initial. Incase the name does not fit in the first row of the

boxes provided it should be continued on to the seceind row of boxes without leaving any
box blank. A box has to tre left blank only after a word has been completely entered.
Any name which with its intervening boxes rvould occupy more than the 35 boxes provided for
the purpose must be reduced by the candidate to fit in 35 boxes.

Fullstapsn [yphens, commas and special characters like apostroplre must not be used.

"t. GENIIER:,,Darken rthe relevant circle completely,

3. NATIONALITY: Darken rthe circle against'l' if the candidate is of Indian Nationality.

4. SCD: Enter 0 fbr OBC candidates. Enter I for Scheduled Caste candidates. Enter 2 for Scheduled
Tribe oandidates. Ilnter 3 for others who do not come under the categories of OBC, Scheduled
Caste and Scheduled T'ribe.

5. A recent passpolt size phofograph (36 X 48 mm) of the student in uniform should be pasted

within the box frame. T'he candidate name and the sohool Code should be written on the reverse
side of the photograph. PI.EASE DONOT STAPLE THts PIJOTOCRAPH. Another passport

size photograph (36X48 nrm) must be submitted along with the form.

6. MOT}{ER'S NAME: Write the name of candidate's mother. Any name Which rvith its
intervening boxes would occupy more than the 35 boxes provided for the purpose ntust be

reduced to fit w;thin 35 boxes.

7. FATIIER'S NAMEI Write the name of candidate's father. Any name which with its intervening
boxes would occupy more than the 35 boxes provided for the purpose nrust be reduced to fit
within 35 boxes.

8. GUARDIAN'S NAME: Only in the event of absence of parents, the guardian's name has to be

provided &written correctly.

9. ICSE INDtrX NUMBERI Bnter the candidate's Class X lndex Number who lras passed Class X

Examination lrom ICSE.

10. YEAR Of' PASSING ICSE: Enter the year of passing ICSE Examination. The year lras to be

indicated by four figures.

I l. f,LIGIBILITY NUMBEIf: In the cases of candidates from Boards other than the Council, the

Eligibility Certificate Number (E.C, No.) issued by the Council nrust be entered.

12. SUBJECT$: Enter Subject code of the subjects to be taken by each candidate.


